
AdIntuition Privacy Policy 
 

What We Collect 
For each user, we generate a completely random user id that is used to distinguish 
between users of the extension. This random user id allows us to anonymize the data 
and minimize risk to individual users. 
 
AdIntuition collects information for the following events: 

● add_username: the user id was created 
● vid_watch: the user watched a video 
● utm: a URL with Urchin Tracking Module (UTM) parameters was found in the 

video description 
● aff: a URL with a known affiliate link from this list was found in the video 

description 
● coupon_code: a sentence containing a coupon code was found in the video 

description 
 
Depending on the action that is being logged, AdIntuition will store differing information: 

● If the video does not contain any affiliate marketing, then the user id, date and 
time, and the event that the user watched a video are logged. The video id and 
highlighted sections will be empty strings as we will not track either of these 
categories for this action. We do not log what video is watched in this case.  

● If the video contains affiliate marketing then the user id, date and time, the type 
of affiliate marketing content (either known affiliate link, utm parameter, or 
coupon code), the highlighted portion of the video description containing either a 
url or a sentence with a coupon code, and the video ID for the video being 
watched are saved. In our initial study, we found that only 1.2% of a random 
sample of half of a million YouTube videos contained affiliate marketing content. 
The actual amount of this data that you will be sending to AdIntuition is very 
small. 

 
● AdIntuition does not track: 

● Your location 
● Your IP address 
● Your name 
● Any other personally identifiable information 

 

https://github.com/aruneshmathur/affiliate-marketing-disclosures/blob/master/affiliate_markting_links.txt


 
 
 
 
A sample log may look like the following: 
 

xid event userid time highlighted video 

1 add_username user1234 1546347600   

2 vid_watch user1234 1546347601   

3 aff user1234 1546347601 http://bit.ly/udemy-forrest jfxcJH_OWgE 

4 utm user1234 1546347601 https://skl.sh/ForrestKnight-2 jfxcJH_OWgE 

5 coupon_code user1234 1546347601 (use promo code "forrest" for 30% off) jfxcJH_OWgE 

6 vid_watch user1234 2000000000   

 

How We Use Information About You 
● Research: There is no publicly available data about a user’s interactions with 

affiliate marketing content. Collecting data allows for us, the researchers, to 
understand how prevalent affiliate marketing content is in the real world and to 
figure out how much of an issue it is. 

● Crowd Intelligence: AdIntuition can be improved by collecting data. Our coupon 
code classification can be improved by collecting more instances of coupon 
codes. Moreover, improperly flagged coupon codes will also be logged, allowing 
us to gain data about how to better prevent these errors. 

● We will release our findings in a journal/conference publication. We plan to 
assess how prevalent affiliate marketing practices are on YouTube from 
AdIntuition data. We will also make only aggregated data statistics across all 
users available in a research publication with no user-ids. The data we collect 
can help us better address the misleading practices of affiliate marketers. We 
hope the increased transparency will encourage content creators to be more 
open about their endorsements. 
 

How Information About You is Shared 
Information stored about you is not shared with any outside source. It is only available 
to those on the research team at Princeton University and the University of Chicago and 
we will not share the data with anyone beyond our team. Our team is strictly interested 



in the research opportunities that the data will provide. We will not share your data for 
commercial purposes. 
 
 

Ads and Analytics Partners 
We have no partners. AdIntuition is a research project and those involved will not sell 
your data for profit.  
 

Your Choices 
Opt Out: You may choose to opt out of sharing your data. Using the Settings page 
available by clicking on the extension icon in the top right corner of your browser and 
then clicking on the purple Settings button, uncheck the box that says “Are you willing to 
share information with AdIntuition?” and then click save at the bottom of the page. 
 
Inspect Your Data: You can see information stored about you using the Settings page 
available by clicking on the extension icon in the top right corner of your browser and 
then clicking on the purple Settings button. Inside of this settings page, there is a button 
that says “Download Your Data”. This will download a CSV on your computer that 
contains all entries from the database with your randomly generated user id. The file 
size is limited to 1MB, which will contain, based on the average element size, about 
9500 elements. In practice, this limit will not be reached quickly. 
 
Delete Your Data: You can delete recent information using the Settings page available 
by clicking on the extension icon in the top right corner of your browser and then clicking 
on the purple Settings button.Any specific requests can be made via email to 
adintuitiondetection@gmail.com. For individual records, a user id and transaction id will 
be necessary, both of which can be found in the CSV that is downloaded by clicking on 
the “Download your Data” button. 
 

Other Information 
Our FAQ can be found here: https://hci.princeton.edu/adintuition/ 
 

Contact Us 
We can be reached at adintuitiondetection@gmail.com 
 

https://hci.princeton.edu/adintuition/

